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Abstract. Development of heterogeneous application becomes an issue recently as of the diversification of smartphone platform. It is possible to develop heterogeneous smartphone application when using the e-MDD (Embedded Model Driven Development). While e-MDD is divided into Model-to-Model and Model-to-Text transformations, we have been converting target independent model to the target dependent model using the Model-to-Model transformation in the past. This paper is regarding the creation of code for target dependent model mentioned in the above using the Model-to-Text transformation. Template-based approach has been used for the creation of code. Code template has been made for Windows Mobil and Android as an example of application, and the code was created using Acceleo.
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1 Introduction

The conventional platform type for smartphone was so limited. The platform has been diversified as the issue for smartphone is getting bigger recently. Typical examples are iPhone SDK [1] of Apple, Android SDK of Google [2], and Windows Phone7 SDK of Windows [3]. In addition, there are various kinds of smartphone platform [4]. As the platform types are diversified like this, the reuse of software has become a bigger issue. It is because there is a problem of developing the same smartphone application programs newly to apply to another platform.

It is possible to develop heterogeneous smartphone application when using e-MDD (Embedded Model Driven Development) [5]. e-MDD is divided into Model-to-Model transformation and Model-to-text transformation. For developing heterogeneous smartphone application in the past, we used Model-to-Model transformation to convert the target independent model to target dependent model [6,7,8]. This paper is
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releasing the code creation of previously composed target dependent model using the Model-to-Text transformation. There is a standard method of Model-to-Text transformation to OMG (Object Management Group) for the transformation from model to text (code). Model-to-Text provides the transformation language to convert the model, composed based on MOF (Meta Object Facility) [9], to the text. Template-based approach is used as the transformation language. It is used mainly for creating the code, which is put entirely in the hands of the user. This method requires composing template for the code creation. As an application example, code template has been composed for Windows Mobile and Android respectively, and the code was created with Acceleo. It has been possible to create 30% and 35% of the code for respective model as a result.

This paper is organized as follow. e-MDD is explained in Chapter 2 as a related work. Chapter 3 explains the template for the code generation. Chapter 4 shows the case study. Finally in Chapter 5, it mentions about the conclusion and future research.

2 Related Work

Model-to-Text approach is divided into visitor-based and template-based [10]. The very basic code creation method of visitor-based is the visitor mechanism consisted with the circulation of model’s internal expression and the text writing on the text stream. Its example is Jamda, an object-oriented framework, providing the set of class that represents the UML model [11]. Jamda creates the API for handling the model and the code with the visitor mechanism (CodeWriters). Jamda does not support the MOF standard for the definition of new meta model, however, the element type of new model can execute the sub-classing of existing Java class.

Template based model text is being supported by most of MDD tools nowadays. Template is usually constituted with the object text including the meta-code splices that can execute the selection of code that is accessing the information in the source and its repeated expansion. LHS is used the execution logic that access the source, and RHS is the executable logic for the code selection and repeated expansion which is the combination of string patterns. Also, there is a definite separation of grammar in between the LHS and RHS. The example of its method is Acceleo provided by eclipse [12].

3 Design of Code Template

Code template describes the code type for each language, brings in the data from UML meta model, and creates the source code. In order to define the code template, it is necessary to compare and analyze the programming languages. The code template of this paper has been composed based on the class diagram. It has been divided into the class name, attribute, and method for each code, therefore, and the relations with the class have been analyzed. In the comparison and analysis result of the code, there are lots of similar parts with Java and C#. In order to compose and execute the code template, this paper has used Acceleo [12] based on eclipse that is complying with the Model-to-Text transformation standard for OMG.
(a) Code Template of Windows Mobile (C#)

(b) Code Template of Android (Java)

Fig. 1. Proposed Code Templates
The code template for Windows Mobile Figure 1(a) is composed in the form of created code and additional data input. Observing the code template, it is divided into special commands using “[ ]” and the parts generated as it had been put in. For example, “if (c.isAbstract) abstract{[if]” means to create the abstract when the condition c.isAbstract is true as is shown in the figure. Also “[for (p: Property1 c.attribute)][p.type.name/'] [p.name/]; [/for]” means to execute the output of property type name and property name to the class by repeating all the property p in the attribute.

Code template for Android Figure 1(b) also is composed in the form of created code and input of additional data as same as Windows Mobile. Observing the code template, it is divided into the special commands using “[ ]” and the parts generated as it had been put in. As is in the figure, “class [c.name.toUpperFirst('/')]” means to change the first character of the class name to the uppercase and to execute the output of the class text. If the class name is cname, its output is going to be CName.

The difference of code templates between Windows Mobile and Android is the difference of C# and Java used in each platform. The code template composed like this is finally manipulating the data and creating the code using the meta model of UML model.

4 Code Generation of Heterogeneous Smartphone Application Using Code Template

The final code created using the code template is shown in Figure 2. LinkViewController and LinkView classes have been created in the Windows Mobile application as is shown in Figure 2(a) as the input class diagram has 2 classes. As Windows Mobile inserts event handler inside the function for the button click, button handler has been added up in the internal function of LinkViewController. The development is completed with addition of function detail of corresponding functions based on the automatically generated code.

In the Android application of Figure 2(b), the classes of LinkViewController, Btn1_onClick, Btn2_onClick, and LinkView have been created as the input class diagram has 4 classes. Android application can be developed only with the function addition of corresponding functions based on the automatically generated code. Created LinkViewController class has been generated in the Java form of UML model’s onCreate. Android is adding up event handler by using the anonymous class. Therefore, 2 buttons have been divided into the class. onClick of Btn1_onClick class is moved to the assigned page. onClick of Btn2_onClick class is a code that draws circle and rectangle alternately on the screen. The code that draws circle and rectangle on the screen has been composed up in the LinkView class.

It is not a perfect creation of code through UML design, however, about 30% of the code for Window Mobile application and about 35% of the code for Android application can be generated as of now. The design and embodiment procedure can be carried out more swiftly if the code creation rate can be increased.
class LinkViewController : Form {
    LinkView linkView;
    public LinkViewController() {
    }
    private void Btn1_onClick(object sender, EventArgs e) {
    }
    private void Btn2_onClick(object sender, EventArgs e) {
    }
}

class LinkView : Panel {
    private void OnPaint(object sender, PaintEventArgs e) {
    }
    public void DrawRect(PaintEventArgs e) {
    }
    public void DrawCircle(PaintEventArgs e) {
    }
}

public class LinkViewController extends Activity {
    public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
    }
}

class Btn1_onClick extends Button.OnClickListener{
    public void onClick(View v) {
    }
}

class Btn2_onClick extends Button.OnClickListener{
    public void onClick(View v) {
    }
}

public class LinkView extends View {
    public LinkView(Context context, AttributeSet attrs) {
        protected void onDraw(Canvas canvas) {
    }
    public void DrawRect(Canvas canvas) {
    }
    public void DrawCircle(Canvas canvas) {
    }
}

(a)Model of Windows Mobile
(b)Model of Android

Fig. 2. Model-to-Text Transformation
5 Conclusion

This paper has created the code of previously composed target dependent model using the Model-to-Text transformation. Template-based approach has been used for the creation of code. While it requires composing the template for code generation, code template has been designed with the analysis of existing codes for Windows Mobile and Android. And for the execution of model transformation, template has been composed with the grammar of Acceleo tool. As an application example, code has been created by applying code template to the platforms of Windows Mobile and Android. As its result, it was possible to create 30% and 35% codes out of total codes for Windows Mobile and Android respectively.

The code template proposed can create skeleton code only as it is based on the class diagram. The quantity and quality of code generation are going to be enhanced in the future by composing the code templates applied with sequence and state diagram in addition to the class diagram. It will be possible to develop heterogeneous smartphone applications more swiftly and effectively when adding up other diagrams besides class diagram.
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